The structures in magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) ow, ux tubes in particular, are investigated with respect to coherence in the direction of the magnetic eld. A length scale, which is interpreted as the diameter of the tubes, is derived from the MHD equations. This scale implies that the tendency towards alignment of ux lines in tubes is a di usion driven phenomenon. The dynamics of the tubes is also investigated; the major conclusion is that stronger tubes are expected to be straighter. These ideas are tested out on data from numerical simulations of turbulent MHD convection. It is also seen that alignment of ux lines increases with the strength of the tube. Possible reasons for this e ect are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In numerical simulations of magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) turbulence the magnetic eld generated by dynamo action is typically concentrated in the form of magnetic ux tubes or (less typically) sheets 1, 2] . The formation of ux tubes and sheets has also been observed in simulations of ABC ow dynamos 3]. These ux tubes are reminiscent of the vortex tubes that have been seen in large simulations of isotropic turbulence 4, 5, 6] . Possibly relevant is that the equation for the evolution of the vorticity in hydrodynamic ow is structurally similar to the equation for the magnetic eld in MHD ow: the equations express in both cases the material nature of the eld lines and the ampli cation of the eld by the strain. The tubes are characterized by three length scales { the width of the tube, its curvature and its torsion. One can de ne the width of these tubes in various ways. The most common is the diameter of tube-like spatial regions in which the eld exceeds some threshold value. In hydrodynamics lengths ranging from the Kolmogorov 7] to the Taylor length 5] have been proposed for these tube widths. Such estimates can be made in the following fashion: the equation for the vorticity, !, in incompressible hydrodynamics is D t ! = S ! + r 2 !; (1) where S is the strain rate tensor, the kinematic viscosity, and D t = @ t + u r is the total derivative. It is reasonable to assume that the scale, r 0 , of vortex structures in turbulent ows is such that the di usion down the vorticity gradient balances the strain across the scale that creates the structure. The di usion term can be estimated as !=r 2 0 . If we estimate the strain by the average dissipation or Kolmogorov scale strain, which is proportional to q = , where = 2 hSi 2 u 3 rms =L is the mean energy ux, L being the external scale, we get the Kolmogorov scale`K = ( 3 = ) 1=4 as r 0 . If we estimate the strain as the external strain u rms =L, we get the Taylor microscale K = p 5u rms =! rms 8] as r 0 , where the subscript \rms" refers to the root mean square value. In terms of the Reynolds number, Re = u rms L= , these two scales may be written as`K = LRe ?3=4 and K = LRe ?1=2 , respectively.
The most thorough study of this question to date was done by Jim enez et al . 9] who nd the width of a t to a Gaussian pro le for a selection of vortices in ow with Re = u rms K = (i.e. the Reynolds number based on the Taylor microscale) from 35 to 170. They bring evidence indicating that this selection is representative of the entire collection of vortices in the ow. Their conclusion is that the width scales with the Kolmogorov length.
In MHD ows the smallest scale of magnetic ux concentrations, and thus the diameter of the intense ux tubes, is often assumed to be the skin depth, which scales like = ( L=u rms ) 1=2 LR ?1=2 M with the magnetic Reynolds number R M = Lu rms = , where is the magnetic di usivity. This length scale is motivated from results obtained in the context of 2-dimensional magnetic eld advection in the presence of laminar ows 10] and low Rayleigh number magneto-convection 11]. For the case = > 1, the magnetic dissipation scale has been proposed 12, 13] to be`M = ( 3 = ) 1=4 = LR ?3=4 M . The question is whether in turbulent ows the size of the smallest magnetic structures is governed by ,`M, or by yet another length scale.
In the following we propose a new relevant length scale which may be motivated by the following argument. In the incompressible case the magnetic eld, B, is described by the equation
where G ij = u i;j is the velocity gradient matrix. (Note that, in contrast to the B-eld, the !-eld is only governed by the symmetrical part of G, i.e. by the strain S = 1 2 (G + G T ), since the antisymmetric part can be written as ? 1 2 ijk ! k which gives 1 2 ! ! = 0.) We can make estimates similar to those sketched out above for the direction-coherence length scale in the B-eld. For the purposes of such an estimate we assume that Kolomogorov scaling ideas still hold for the strain eld, which ignores the possible e ect of the Lorentz force. If we estimate the strain by the external strain we get the skin depth. In this sense the skin depth is the parallel estimate to the Taylor scale in the hydrodynamic case. If we estimate the strain as the reciprocal of the Kolmogorov estimate of the inertial eddy turnover rate at this length scale (assuming that the scale is in the inertial range) ( l ?2 ) 1=3 we get the magnetic dissipation scale 13]. If we estimate the strain as the Kolmogorov scale strain we get a length scale r 0 = P ?1=2 M`K ; (3) where P M = = is the magnetic Prandtl number. This estimate uses a strain that is the largest of those mentioned, and thus perhaps the most valid for the scale of the strongest structures. If the scale is in the dissipative range (i.e., if P M > 1) it also seems more natural than an inertial or external estimate. No careful study like that of Jim enez et al. has been done for MHD ows.
In the present paper we address the issue of ux tube diameter using the de nition of tube width used and a formalism recently developed by Constantin et al. 14] . This method directly uses the equations of motion (in their paper, the Navier-Stokes equation for the dynamics of vorticity in hydrodynamic ow) to produce estimates for the size of vortex tubes as de ned by the length scale of the alignment of vorticity vectors. This alternative de nition of tube size is motivated by observation in numerical simulations of the high degree of vorticity alignment in tubes. We adapt this view of tubes throughout this paper. The tube size was characterized via well-de ned local quantities (essentially derivatives of the eld direction). They found that the tube size is proportional to the Kolmogorov scale (or, to be more precise, a local Kolmogorov length). This result both lends rigor to the usual estimate and shows that it holds for this very di erent de nition of tube width as well. It also implies that alignment is a viscous phenomenon. The same view is taken here. We use the same formalism to derive a length scale for the typical ux tube size, again de ned as the scale of ux line alignment in tubes, which turns out to be equal to the length scale given in (3) . No assumptions about the importance of the Lorentz force are necessary. This length scale as the width of ux tubes has not, to our knowledge, been proposed before.
We next address the curvature, through the dynamics of ux tubes, again following Constantin et al. 14]. We write down an equation for the dynamics of the curvature of a ux tube. This suggests that in addition to the mechanism tending to straighten very strong tubes, parallel to that shown by Constantin et al., in MHD an additional dominant mechanism exists. This is sweeping of the weaker ux tubes around vortex tubes, which could increase the tube curvature and torsion. For completeness we compare to the equations for vortex tubes in MHD ow.
We examine these results using simulations of turbulent MHD convection. The enhanced alignment tendency in stronger ux tubes is con rmed. The scaling for the ux tube widths is naturally harder to con rm given the limited range accessible, but the data are encouraging. We also check numerically some bounds used in our derivation. The straightness of strong tubes is con rmed.
FLUX TUBE SCALING
We rst show that in regions of strong magnetic eld the magnetic eld lines tend to align, due to the e ect of the magnetic di usivity. The scale of this alignment will then provide an estimate for the size of magnetic ux tubes.
We de ne a length scale which characterizes the size of ux tubes by considering the spatial derivatives of the direction of the eld. We de ne a unit vector as = B=B, where B = jBj, and examine the scale of signi cant change in the direction of , i.e. jr j ?1 .
In order to be able to estimate this length from the equation of motion, we will average in physical space over a small ball that moves with the uid, and over an appropriate interval of time.
We thus de ne a quantity 1 
and over some short time t r . The choice of r and t r will be made later.
A rst estimate can be made immediately using Cauchy-Schwartz: 
To estimate the rst of the factors in this upper bound we use the method used in Constantin et al. 14] and the inequalities therein. This factor is estimated by comparing terms in the MHD equation of motion for B, D t B = ( ? jr j 2 )B + r 2 B; (7) where is the diagonal component in the eld direction of the strain tensor S, = S .
We perform the averages over the ball by use of a cuto function (x; t) = 0 ( x?x 0 ?u 0 t r )
where the function 0 is such that 0 (y) = 1 for jyj < 1=2, 0 (y) = 0 for jyj > 1, and 0 (y) is monotonic and smooth enough in 1=2 jyj 1 to have smooth derivatives.
Multiplying (7) 
We now denote averaging over the moving ball of some f as hfi r;t , and use the fact that hjr 0 ji r;t 
where I = hj jBi r;tr ; (16) 
This bound does not include a geometric factor, since it includes an integral over all directions. The Poincar e inequality should be quite sharp here since at the scale r, which is small as we will see, we expect the eld to be quite smooth. Therefore this term will dominate I if the latter indeed decreases with Reynolds number.
The terms II and IV can be bounded by A by making a choice of the ball size r and the averaging time t r . The time t r is xed by demanding that II C 0 A. 
We can use r 0 to form a time scale:
hjruj 2 i 1=2 r;tr = r 2 0 :
This is just the strain time scale (by the rst de nition) or magnetic eld di usion time over the distance r 0 (by the second de nition), which are the same at this scale. So since the scale of the structures will turn out to be proportional to r 0 , this scale can be seen as being determined by the requirement that the magnetic eld dissipates away just at the rate that the strain builds it up.
Finally we note that if the ow is compressible a term ?(r u)B is added to the equation for B. This would add to (15) 
This scale di ers from the scale found here in that it includes 3 instead of 3 and in that it includes the kinetic dissipation averaged over the whole system instead of just over the ball B r . This scale can vary from place to place in the ow, dependent on the size of the dissipation averaged over the ball and on it's radius r 0 . In general we would assume that the local averaging doesn't make too much of a di erence. Because the dependence of the length scales is on 1=4 , a very large deviation from the average dissipation in the ball is necessary for the length scale to be signi cantly di erent.
At is the scale where the average strain time scale (at this scale also the eddy turnover time) is equal to the viscous di usion time over that scale { here the new scale is that where the eddy turnover time is equal to the magnetic di usion time.
CURVATURE DYNAMICS
One can write down the equations for the evolution of the curvature of a ux tube in a strain eld, or more precisely of the ux lines making it up, in a straightforward manner from the MHD equations. We look only at the non-di usive dynamics and in this section take = 0, assuming that the role of the viscosity lies primarily not in the dynamics of the geometry of the tubes but in allowing their coherence, as described in Sec. 2. In fact these equations hold for any material line (as a ux line is in MHD when di usion is neglected) in a strain eld. Such an equation was derived by Drummond & M unch 15] for material lines and in a somewhat di erent form in Constantin et al. 14] for vorticity lines. We will follow the second paper's method and form; the di erences between them are discussed in 14].
The ux lines are de ned as having at every point the direction . From the di usionless equation for the eld D t B = G B; (37) and (7) The vorticity rotates the magnetic eld vector as it convects the magnetic eld around it.
We now choose to work in the Frenet local coordinates for a vorticity eld. In these one coordinate is that in the direction of the eld, with unit vector we have de ned as , another by the direction of curvature of these unit vectors, with unit vector n, and completed by the binormal b. These satisfy 
Again using the decomposition of G into strain and vorticity this can be written as D t = ? ( r)(S n ? 1
where ! n = ! n and ! b = ! b. This equation shows the e ect of a velocity eld on the curvature in terms of the strain and vorticity and the geometry of the magnetic eld only. The stretching pulls on the ux line at both ends and thus straightens it. The \force" on the tube in the direction of the curvature is given by the strain S n and the convection of the vorticity component ! b . If this varies along the ux line it will bend it.
If the line has torsion or a helical structure, lying locally on a cylinder, the direction b is on the cylinder normal to the line. The \force" along the helix cylinder is given by the strain S b and the convection of the vorticity component ! n . A positive force extends the helix along the cylinder and thus reduces the curvature. Note that the rst term here is just the same as the right hand side in the equation for B. Since this is the homogeneous (linear in curvature) term in our equation, we might expect that at least initially the same strain that creates the strong ux tubes would tend to straighten them out. The strong magnetic elds were created by a strong stretching rate coherent over some time. We would thus also expect that since in a rapidly varying eld one would not expect that other quantities would be coherent over the creation time in the same regions, the term with would dominate.
However Drummond & M unch too assume that the homogenous term will dominate the early evolution, and that the term including the strong will dominate. However both these concepts become ill-de ned given the identities just mentioned.
In fact the concept of a homogeneous term is a statistical matter. The separation of such a term from the rest of the equation is valid only when it is weakly correlated with the other terms through the process under discussion. In a real turbulent ow the local structure of the ow may well introduce correlations that will make relations like (45) signi cant. If our expectation, based on our equation, is correct, the tube will straighten at the same rate as its magnetic eld grows. If the situation is closer to that suggested by Drummond & M unch, the tube straightens out too; since the diagonal strain component in the direction of the ux tube must be larger than any other diagonal strain component (which did not create a ux tube) such as n S n, the rate at which the tube straightens is faster than that at which the eld grows. At any rate we would expect that the strong ux tubes be quite straight. The di erence between the equations is discussed more fully in 14].
All this should hold only during the time in which the tube is created. When the growth rate strain starts to fade, other terms can become important or even dominant. One term in particular can be seen in action in the simulations 2]: strong vortex tubes can be seen to wrap ux tubes or laments around them, thus increasing their curvature. However these processes would tend to act more strongly on weak and small structures, and act on them in later stages of their evolution, where their strength has begun to dissipate. Therefore, we still would expect to see that the strongest ux tubes are relatively straight. We cannot rule out, however, nonlinear feedback processes in which tubes (of both ux and vortex lines) interact and amplify each other while wrapping one about the other.
For completeness we bring the equations governing curvature of vortex lines in MHD, for comparison to ux tubes in MHD and to Navier-Stokes vortex tubes. In MHD an added term which we call F is added to the equation for the vorticity: 
parallel to the equation for ux curvature above, where is the vorticity direction vector (analogous to ), is the vorticity stretching rate (analogous to ), the strain rate along the vortex line = S , and where F n and F b are the components of F in the normal and bi-normal directions respectively. The new terms express the in uence of the magnetic eld on the vortex lines, including the nonlinear processes mentioned.
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Numerical simulations of 3-dimensional MHD turbulence allow us to test some of the predictions made above regarding the size and dynamics of magnetic ux structures 16]. Such simulations can furthermore be used to check our analysis by determining the sharpness of various bounds used above. We use data of MHD turbulence that had originally been produced to gain some understanding of the solar magnetic eld. These simulations contain therefore additional physics such as a rotating frame (Coriolis force), strati cation (with density ratio 1:20 to 1:80), and convective overshoot into a lower stably strati ed layer. We can not rule out the possibility that the particular physics involved will a ect our conclusion, but nothing in the analysis given here seems to suggest that possibility. We therefore only refer to the original paper 2] for more details. 
We have a basic problem in that while our theoretical conclusions hold for the highest eld regions, these regions have rather few points in them, leading to poor statistics. The threshold chosen is a compromise between these demands.
We rst use the numerics to test out our argument by examining the sharpness of the bounds used. The data show that the bound in (6) is consistently nearly saturated, i.e.
hjr ji B (0:8:::0:9)hBjr ij 2 1=2 B hB ?1 i 1=2
Another inequality was used in (20), and it turns out that this is not a sharp bound, but that typically h 2 i B (0:03:::0:05)hjruj 2 i B :
This bound appears as one of a series bounding all the terms of the equation for B uniformly; since it appears additively the lack of sharpness is not important. The data indicate that the constant in (33) is consistently close to unity, i.e. 
In Table I we give the coe cients in (49){(51). These coe cients do not seem to depend signi cantly on Re or on the numerical resolution used. An important question concerns the scaling of the thickness of magnetic structures, c , with the kinetic and magnetic Reynolds numbers. We are especially interested in whether c scales with the newly introduced length scale r 0 , or rather with the more traditional magnetic skin depth scale, , or the magnetic dissipation scale`M. Unfortunately, this is not easy to check, because the scaling of these length scales with Re and R M is not very di erent. Supposing that`M LRe ?3=4 is valid for our low Reynolds number simulations too, we expect c r 0 LRe ?3=4 P ?1=2 quite di erent { we would take this scale as a rst estimate for the tube widths. We plot the tube width vs. Re in Fig. 1c . These results point toward a dependence on the Taylor scale that scales as LRe ?1=2 . This could be due to the e ects of strati cation and rotation, but it might also suggest that the assumption that the magnetic eld is unimportant for the size of vortex tubes cannot be justi ed in the present case. In Table II we also give the curvature radius and the torsion scale 1=T 17] . In the The quantity`K(x) has here been estimated as ( 2 =hjruj 2 i B ) 1=4 . The curvature radius is typically 2-4 times larger than c . Note, however, that in all cases c is comparable to the mesh size x, and one should therefore consider them with care. On the other hand, we should emphasize that, although the value of c is generally much closer to than to r 0 , it is the dependence on the Reynolds number that is important to us here. In other words, the scale of ux structures is expected to be r 0 times some coe cient.
Our data suggest c 3r 0 . Further, notice that the torsion scale is typically shorter than the curvature radius. This is perhaps somewhat surprising, but one should mention the possibility that our torsion scale captures not only the global structure of tubes, but also the intrinsic torsion within a tube. Thus, even if a tube was straight, it might still have intrinsic torsion, due to winding of ux lines within the tube, which would be measured by our 1=T scale.
In Fig. 2 we show the dependence of the tube thickness on the threshold value. The results show clearly that in regions of strong magnetic eld the tubes are \thicker", in the sense of having a much stronger tendency towards alignment. For comparison, we also show the corresponding thickness of vortex tubes. Clearly, the tubes are thicker in regions of strong vorticity. This striking phenomenon has several possible explanations. The rst is suggested by our own estimate (27) { if the dissipation goes down with eld strength the alignment scale should go up. This might be explained by regions having weak elds due to the action of strong dissipation. However from Fig. 3 we can see that this is far from explaining the results { any e ect is greatly attenuated by the weak power eld would play the role of the viscosity on vorticity.) They show that the viscosity has the e ect of aligning weaker vectors with stronger vectors, causing alignment in tubes with very strong cores. A third mechanism is strain with direction coherent in space and time amplifying a given eld component, thus causing strong elds in a given direction. This would only work if the created tube stays straight through its creation. The nal explanation could well stem from a combination of these and other, as yet unknown, factors.
The curvature radius scales with the threshold value in a similar manner as the tube thickness; see Fig. 4 This is in complete agreement with our analysis of tube dynamics in Sec. 3. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have investigated two length scales characterizing ux tubes in MHD ow. We estimate the diameter of the tubes and derive a length scale at which the strain builds up the structures at the same rate that the di usion breaks them down. While scaling is hard to verify with the range of scales accessible by numerical simulations, the numerical data show some support for this claim.
Our estimate for the tube widths is meant to describe the average size of these tubes, in particular with respect to their scaling with relevant dimensionless numbers, P M and R M . However it turns out that it is not re ned enough to describe the di erences between di erent tubes in the same simulation. Simulations show a strong increase towards alignment for stronger ux tubes. A possible explanation is given by a recent analysis of dynamic alignment of eld lines by di usive mechanisms, which predicts just such an e ect.
In analyzing the tube curvature we see that two dominant processes are the straightening of tubes by the stretching strain creating them, and convection by strong vortex tubes. The numerics show that both are important. Since the rst is particularly strong for long, coherent stretching strains that also create strong tubes, we expect that strong tubes will be straighter.
